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TRANSACTIONS OF THE 
AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY 
Volume 202, 1975 

THE THEORY OF COUNTABLE ANALYTICAL SETS(1) 
BY 

ALEXANDER S. KECHRIS 

ABSTRACT. The purpose of this paper is the study of the structure of 
countable sets in the various levels of the analytical hierarchy of sets of reals. It 
is first shown that, assuming projective determinacy, there is for each odd n a 

largest countable n set of reals, en (this is also true for n even, replacing 

1n by En and has been established earlier by Solovay for n = 2 and by 
Moschovakis and the author for all even n > 2). The internal structure of the 
sets Con is then investigated in detail, the point of departure being the fact that 
each CO is a set of A1-degrees, wellordered under their usual partial ordering. 
Finally, a number of applications of the preceding theory is presented, covering 
a variety of topics such as specification of bases, w-models of analysis, higher- 
level analogs of the constructible universe, inductive definability, etc. 

It is a classical theorem of effective descriptive set theory that a S thin 
(i.e. containing no perfect set) subset of the continuum is countable and in fact 
contains only Al reals. As a consequence, among the countable S1 sets of 
reals there is no largest one. Solovay [41] showed that every thin 2 set con- 
tains only constructible reals and therefore (in sharp contrast with the previous 
case), assuming a measurable cardinal exists, there is a largest countable T4 set 
of reals, namely the set of constructible ones. In [19] Moschovakis and the author 
extended Solovay's theorem to all even levels of the analytical hierarchy. It was 
proved there that, assuming projective determinacy (PD), there is a largest count- 
able 4, n set for all n > 1, which we denote by C2n. The first main result we 
prove in this paper (see ?1) is the existence of a largest countable H?,+ 1 set 
(which we denote by C2 n + ) for all n > 0, assuming PD again. For n = 0 
our proof shows, in ZF + DC only, the existence of a largest thin Hl set of 
reals C1, a fact which was also independently discovered by D. Guaspari [12] 
and G. E. Sacks [38]. (To complete the picture, we remark here that it was 
shown in [17], using PD, that no largest countable 2An-+1 or I21n sets exist.) 

Once the existence of the largest countable sets Cn is established the rest 
of ? 1 is devoted to the study of their internal structure. We show here that Cn is 
actually a set of An-degrees which is lwell ordered under the usual ordering of 
Al-degrees. Let us denote by {d-}<pn the increasing hierarchy of the Al- 
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260 A. S. KECHRIS 

degrees of (elements of) C n. As we (hope to) illustrate in this paper the hierarchy 

{dn},<p plays a significant role in the general structure theory of the analytical 
sets of the nth level. It provides a common frame of reference and a starting point 
for investigations in a variety of diverse topics such as specification of bases, co- 
models of analysis, higher-level analogs of L, inductive definability, etc. 

After the general theory is discussed, we examine in more detail in ?2 the 
structure of C1, the largest thin HII set (part of the results here have been in- 
dependently discovered by D. Guaspari [12] and G. E. Sacks [38]). We show, 
among other things, that {df}l<Pl=tj coincides with the hierarchy of the hy- 
perdegrees of the Boolos-Putnam complete sets of integers. A natural quasi- 
hierarchy of hyperdegrees is then defined, which extends (through all the con- 
structible reals) the natural hierarchy of hyperdegrees and it is shown to be ex- 
actly {d1},<,q. 

? 3 accounts for the structural differences between C21n . with n > 0 
and C1. The basic reason for them is the fact that the notion of "well ordering 
on co" is 'An 1 if n > 0, but not Al. Martin and Solovay [29] made a 
remarkable use of this fact to produce a counterexample to the well-known con- 
jecture that the Kleene basis theorem for 11 generalizes, under PD, in a straight- 
forward fashion to all I',,+ 1 with n > 0. The Martin-Solovay discovery re- 2n+1 
vealed for the first time an important structural difference between the first and 
the higher odd levels of the analytical hierarchy. In the first part of ? 3 we deal 
with reflecting pointclasses and we unearth more such structural differences. This 
eventually leads us to the subject of Q-theory (see ?3B), which was developed 
by Martin and Solovay and independently by the author. And we end ? 3 with a 
brief summary of the connection between countable analytical sets and higher 
level analogs of L. 

Finally, in ? 4, questions concerning countable analytical sets in inner models 
like L are discussed and various consistency and independence results are obtained. 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS. Part of the results in this paper is contained in the 
author's Ph.D. thesis (UCLA 1972). We wish to thank our thesis supervisor 
Professor Y. N. Moschovakis for his guidance and encouragement and most of all 
for creating our interest in descriptive set theory and for directing our attention 
to the problem of countable sets. We are also grateful to Dr. L. Harrington and 
Professors D. A. Martin, G. E. Sacks and R. Solovay for numerous helpful dis- 
cussions on this subject. 

0. Preliminaries. OA. Let co = {O, 1, 2, . . .} be the set of natural 
numbers and R = 'co the set of all functions from X to X or (for sim- 
plicity) reals. Letters i, j, k, 1, m, . . . denote elements of co and a, j, 7, 

6, . . . reals. Subsets of co are many times below identified with their charac- 
teristic functions. We study subsets of the product spaces 

X = Xl X X2 X ... X Xk, 
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THE THEORY OF COUNTABLE ANALYTICAL SETS 261 

x&here X, is X or R. We call such subsets pointsets. Sometimes we think of 
them as relations and we write interchangeably 

x EA * A(x). 

A pointclass is a class of pointsets, usually in all product spaces. We shall be 
concerned primarily in this paper with the analytical pointclasses S1, ni, Al 
and their corresponding projective pointclasses El, f1, Al. For information 
about them we refer to [37], [39] and the introduction of [30] from which we 
also draw some of our nonstandard notation. 

If r is a pointclass we put 

F={X-A:AEr,A C X} = the dual of r, 
and A = r n r, while for each a E R, 

1(a) = {A: For some B E1 r, A(x) * B(x, a)} 
and A(a) = r(a) n r(a). We also let 

r =U 1r(a) and A =frn r. 
aER 

If A C X X co, put 
3wA = {x: 3nA(x, a)}, V 'A = {x: VnA(x, n)} 

and if A C X X R, put 

3RA = {x: 3aA(x, a)}, VRA = {x: VaA(x, a)}. 

If 4) is any operation on pointsets (like e.g. 3W above), let (Dr ={(DA: A E r} 
and say that r is closed under 4) if (Dr c r. 

Let r be a pointclass, X a product space (X = co or R is enough for this 
definition). We say that r is X-parametrized if for any product space y there 
isa GEr, GC YXX sothat f Gx = {y:(y,x)EG}then 

{Gx:xEX}= {A CY: Aer}. 

In this case we say that G is X-universal for r subsets of Y. If A = Gx, 
x is called a code of A. 

A pointclass r is adequate if it contains all the recursive sets (in all prod- 
uct spaces) and is closed under conjunction, disjunction, number quantification 
of both kinds and substitution by total recursive functions. It is clear that all 
analytical pointclasses are adequate and all 11, HI are -parametrized while all 
projective pointclasses are adequate and all Z1, II' are R-parametrized. In 
general if r is adequate and c-parametrized, r is adequate and R-parametrized 
Moreover the R-universal sets for r can be taken to be in r. 

Whenever we work with a parametrized pointclass which has also some 
closure properties we shall always assume that universal sets for this class are 
chosen so that the pointclass is uniformly closed (e.g. if r is assumed closed 
under A n B, a fixed recursive function will compute a code for A n B from 
codes of A, B). 

OB. Let A be a pointset. A norm on A is a map 0: A -*+X from A 
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262 A. S. KECHRIS 

onto an ordinal X, the length of 0 (notation: length (q) = I?1 =X). With 
each such norm we associate the prewellordering (i.e. the reflexive, transitive, 
connected, wellfounded relation) v on A, defined by 

x < *y (x) <?(y). 
Put also 

x <0y *(x)<4OM. 

Conversely each prewellordering < with field A gives rise to a unique norm 
4: A -X such that < we then call X the length of ;. 

If r is a pointclass and 0 is a norm on A, we say that ? is a r-norm if 
there exist relations ?r, 4 in r, r respectively so that 

y E A =V x {[x E A & @(x) S y)] * x <,? y * x? y}. 

Notice that this is equivalent to saying that the following two relations are in r: 
x *y EA & [y g A V ?(x)< 0(y)], 
x <* y * x E A & Lv q A V &(x) < t{y)]. 

(The meaning of , <,, becomes clear if one defines 0 to be oo outside A.) 
If k is a r-norm on A,there exist relations <r',<0r in r, r respectively so 
that 

y E A =P Vx {[x E A &?O(x) < 0(y)] -*x <Or -ox <0it y}* 

Let now 

Prewellordering (F) - Every pointset in r admits a r-norm. 

The prewellordering property was formulated (in an equivalent form) by 
Moschovakis; see [30] for further details. Prewellordering (THl) can be proved by 
classical arguments and Prewellordering (11) was proved by Moschovakis; see 
[37]. Finally Martin [27] and independently Moschovakis [4] proved Prewell- 
ordering (IIn+l), Prewellordering (12n+2) for any n, assuming projective 
determinacy (PD) if n > 0. Here PD is the hypothesis that every projective set 
is determined. In general Determinacy (r) abbreviates: Every A E r is deter- 
mined. For information about games, determinacy, etc., see [35], [30] or the 
recent survey article [10]. 

If a pointclass has the prewellordering property and satisfies gome mild clo- 
sure conditions (which is always the case with the pointclasses we are interested 
in) then r has several other nice properties and a rich structure theory. We 
refer the reader to [4], [33] or [18] for more on the prewellordering results and 
techniques. We shall use most of them without explicit mentioning in the sequel. 

OC. Let A be a pointset. A scale on A is a sequence {Onlne" of 
norms on A with the following limit property: 

If x,E A, for all i, if limiox x,=x and if for each n and all large 
enough i, 0,,(xi) = Xn, then x E A and for each n, On(x) < Xn. 

If r is a pointclass and {0)n}ne< is a scale on A we say that { 
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THE THEORY OF COUNTABLE ANALYTICAL SETS 263 

is a F-scale if there exist relations Sr, S - in r, r respectively so that 

y E A =: Vx {[x E A & On(x) < 4n.0y)] * Sr(n, x, y) + Sr(n, x, y)l. 
Put 

Scale. (r) v Every pointset in r admits a r-scale. 
The notions of scale and scale property were formulated by Moschovakis in 

[311. He proved there that Scale (H2n+1), Scale (12n+2) hold for any n, 
assuming PD when n > 0. His original application was in proving uniformiza- 
tion (see [311). Since then many other applications of scales have been found 
and various "scale techniques" have been developed, see e.g. [201 or [18]. 

OD. We shall often talk about trees on X X X, where X is an ordinal. A 
tree on a set X is a set T of finite sequences from X, closed under sub- 
sequences i.e. 

(xO... Xn) E T & k 6 n X(xO Xk) E T. 

The empty sequence is thus always a member of a nonempty tree. A branch of 
T is a sequence f E 'X such that for every n, (f(O), .. ., f(n)) E T. The set 
of all branches of T is denoted by 

[TJ = If EE wX: Vn(f(O), ... , f(n)) E 7}. 
A tree T is wellfounded if [T] = 0 i.e. T has no branches.(2) 

If T is a tree on X X X, T contains elements of the form ((ko10, .... 

(kns, W) where ki E c, #, < X. A branch of such a tree is a sequence f E 

W(w X X) which for convenience will be represented by the unique pair (a, g) 
such that f(n) = (a(n), g(n)). The first projection of [T], in symbols p [71 is 

p[T] = {a: 3g(a, g) E [TJ}. 
Thus p[T]C R. If aER, let 

T(al) ={(tox *, * X tn) ((a(), to), .. * *,(an), Wn) E 71J 

Then for each a E R, T(a) is a tree on X and a E p[T] v T(a) is not well- 
founded. 

If {On nE is a scale on a set of reals A we define its associated tree T 
by 

T = {((a(G), p0(a)), ... , (a(n), 4n(a))): a C A}. 
Then it is easy to see that A = p[T]. 

OE. Let X have the discrete topology. We give R = 'w the natural 
product topology. This is generated by the basic neighborhoods 

Ns= {a: ai(lhs) =s}, 

where s is a finite sequence from c. We give the product spaces X the prod- 
uct topology. It is then well known that every product space X which contains 
at least one copy of R is naturally homeomorphic to R via a recursive homeo- 
morphism. 

(2) The length of a wellfounded tree T is defined as usual and is denoted by 1TI. 
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264 A. S. KECHRIS 

A perfect subset of R is a nonempty closed set with no isolated points. 
Every perfect set has cardinality 2H0. A set of reals is called thin if it contains 
no perfect subset. We shall be mainly studying here thin and countable analytical 
sets. 

It is a classical result that every uncountable :1 set contains a perfect sub- 
set. Thus for St sets the notions of thin and countable coincide. Assuming PD, 
M. Davis [9] proved that every uncountable projective set contains a perfect sub- 
set. Thus under PD "countable" and "thin" coincide for projective sets. (Never- 
theless in L there are uncountable thin Il sets.) 

There are much finer effective versions of the above mentioned results. For 
example, it is well known that every countable 11 set contains only Al reals 
(see e.g. [251, [14]). This result has been recently generalized (unpublished) to all 
odd levels of the analytical hierarchy by D. A. Martin who proved 

THEOREM (D. A. MARTIN). Assume PD if n > 1. If n > 1 is odd then 
every countable 11 set of reals contains only Al reals. 

Earlier Moschovakis [32] has proved the weaker version of this theorem re- 
sulting from replacing V by Al. 

Occasionally we shall talk about Lebesgue measure on "2. We mean then, 
as usual, the product measure on '2, where 2 = {O, 1} has the measure 
v({O}) = v({l}) = %. For more see e.g. [17]. 

OF. Our set theoretic notation and terminology will be standard, when 
possible. In particular #, 71, 0,1 , . . . denote ordinals, P(X) denotes the power 
set of X and when M is a model of set theory and r a term, rm denotes 
the interpretation of r in M. Finally card X denotes the cardinality of X. 

The notions of admissible set and ordinal appear frequently in ? 2. For in- 
formation about them see [5], [21], [2] or [33]. If A is a set of ordinals, an 
ordinal X > cX is called A-admissible if (LX[A], e, A rl LX[A]) is an admissible 
structure. Sacks [38] proved that if X > co is a countable admissible ordinal then for 
some A C co, X is the first A-admissible ordinal > co. The following (unpub- 
lished) theorem of Jensen extends substantially Sacks' theorem and will be 
needed in ? 2.(3) 

THEOREM (R JENSEN). Assume B C co, v is a countable ordinal and 
{a 0 }1 < a sequence of countable ordinals such that for each 0 < v, ao is 

({at}t<0, B)-admissible. Then there is a set A C X such that, for all 0 < v, 
(i) a0 is the Oth A-admissible ordinal > c, 
(ii) a0 is countable in Lao +I[A] (if 0 + 1 < v), 

(iii) B is hyperarithmetic in A. 

(3) We wish to thank L. Harrington for explaining to us Jensen's theorem and its 
ramifications. 
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THE THEORY OF COUNTABLE ANALYTICAL SETS 265 

Moreover such an A can be found in any admissible set containing B, 
{ao 0 <v, in which v and all ao are countable. 

OG. The whole discussion in this paper takes place in ZF + DC, Zermelo- 
Fraenkel set theory with dependent choices: 

(DC) Vu E x 3v(u, v)E r t 3fVn(f(n), f(n + 1)) r. 
Every additional hypothesis is stated explicitly. For simplicity we have used 

full PD as a general hypothesis for many of our theorems. One can usually trace 
easily how much PD was needed in each particular proof. 

1. General theory of countable analytical sets. We prove in this section a 
number of results about countable analytical sets which establish their main struc- 
tural properties. Among these are the existence of largest countable fl1, if n is 
odd, and El, if n is even, sets and the fact that the Al,-degrees of elements of 
these sets are wellordered. 

1 A. Existence of largest countable sets in certain pointclasses. We shall state 
and prove the main result here in an abstract form, partly in order to illustrate 
better the basic ideas, but also because we want it to be applicable in a wider 
range of situations. 

DEFINITION. Let r be a pointclass. Let J be a collection of pointsets such 
that 

A E J&B{CA BBE3. 

We call J r-additive iff for any sequence {A,}t<0 for which the associated 
prewellordering 

x y v x, y E U At & least t[x E A] < least [y E AE] 

is in r, we have 

V <8[AE3J] X U AE3J. 
t<0 

We think of the elements of J as "small" sets. Typical examples of inter- 
esting J's are the a-ideals of null or meager sets of reals and closer to our subject 
the a-ideal of countable sets and the class of thin sets. It was noticed in [17] that, 
assuming PD if n > 1, the a-ideals of null and meager sets are r-additive, where 
r = F" or Hl". We prove a similar result here for thin sets. (The reader should 
probably recall here that determinacy implies: thin = countable.) 

THEOREM (1A-1). Assume PD if n > 1. For all n > 1, the class of thin 
sets is 1 and H'-additive. 

PROOF. Assume not, towards a contradiction. Let r be 11 or Hl" below. 
Pick a sequence {At}i<0 of thin sets with least possible 0 so that the associ- 
ated preweilordering < is in r, but Ut<0 AT is not thin. Let then P C 

Ut<oAt be a perfect set. Find g: '2 -+P continuous and 1-1. Put 
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266 A. S. KECHRIS 

a<' 6 a,j3E '2 &g(a)?g(3). 
Then < is a prewellordering in r and any initial segment of it is thin by the 
minimality of 0. Then < C '2 X W2 has measure 0 by Fubini's theorem and 
thus for almost all a E '2 {j: a <' ( I has measure 0. But then '2 has measure 
0. Contradiction. o 

The next theorem is a basic fact concerning the existence of largest "small" 
sets in certain pointclasses. One of the key ideas used in its proof traces to [19]. 

THEOREM (1A-2). Let r be an adequate, co-parametrized pointclass having 
the prewellordering property. Let J be a collection of pointsets closed under 
subsets and assume J is r-additive. Finally, for some G C R X R, G E r which 
is R-universal for r subsets of R, assume that the relation 

MJ(a) - R-GaEJ 
is in r. Then there exists a largest set of reals in r n J. 

PROOF. Let P C R X co, p E r be co-universal for r subsets of R. Put 

T(a,n) P(a,n)& {3: (3,n) E P & 0(3,n) <(a,n)} E J, 

where q is a r-norm on P. Our hypotheses clearly imply that T e r. Let 
C = {a: 3nT(a, n)}. Again CE r and if A E r n J then A C C. To com- 
plete the proof we show that C E J. 

Let vP be a r-norm on T. Let sup {*(a, n): (a, n) E TI = 0. For each 
< 0, let At = {a: 3n(T(a,n)&4(a,n) = )1. Clearly C = U<0 At. The 

prewellordering associated with {At})< is given by 

a < ,B va, f E C & least t[a E A] < least t[f E A] 

va,3E C &min {m(a,n): (a,n)E J}<min{<p(3,m): (,m)ET} 
v a, f E C & 3 nVm((a, n) SN (3, m)). 

Thus < E r. To prove that C E r it is therefore enough to show that for 
each t < O, At E J. Fix t. Then At = Un<,, {a: (a, n) E T & (a, n)= t}. 
For any n < co, {a: T(a, n)} E J as we can easily see using the r-additivity of 
J. Thus for each n < co, {a: T(a, n) & (a, n) = t} = At,n e J. To finish the 
proof we now check that the prewellordering < associated with {At,n1n<,o 
is in r. In fact 

a ' a, PEAt &Vm[(3, m)ET& (J3, m)= 

(3n <m)((a, n) e T & '(a, n)= 

so that actually ' e r n =a. o 
For the next corollary assume that A E J & n E CI = A X {n}e J. 

COROLLARY (1A-3). Under the hypotheses of (1A-2) the pointclass 
r r) J is co-parametrized. 

PROOF. It is clear that the relation T C R X co defined in the proof of 
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THE THEORY OF COUNTABLE ANALYTICAL SETS 267 

(1 A-2) provides a parametrization for the sets of reals in r n J. To show that 
TEJ let , 0 be as in (1A-2). Iffor t <0, Tt = {(a, n): (a, n) E T& 
t(a, n) = t} then 7 E J and T = Ut<0 Ti. But the prewellordering associ- 
ated with {T}t< is clearly in r, so Te J o 

REMARKS. (1) It is clear that in (1 A-2) we could replace the hypothesis 

"Mi E r" by the following alternative one: There is a relation Me E r such that 
when a "codes" a A subset of RAa then M(a)v Aa E J. 

(2) The following simple fact justifies the indirect method of proof of (1 A-2). 

PROPOSITION. Let F, J, G be as in the statement of (1 A-2) and assume 
no basic neighbourhood N8 = {a: a-(lhs) = s} is in J. Then Sj(a) v Ga E J 
is not in F. 

PROOF. Assume SJ E r towards a contradiction. Let so = (0), s, = 

(1,0), S2 = (1, 1, O), S3 = (1, 1, 1, 0),.... and let A C cX be a set in r-rI. 
Put B ={a: 3k(k EA & a ENSk)} Then 

k EA B n N.k (g J, 
so A E F a contradiction. o 

We have seen in (1 A-1) that the collection of thin sets is r-additive when 
F = or 1I, assuming PD if n > 1. In order to apply now (1A-2), in the 

specific cases we are interested in, we have only to estimate the complexity of the 
predicate M3. 

THEOREM (1A4) [17]. Assume PD if n > 1. For each n > 1 let G C 
R X R, G E Hn be R-universal for nH subsets of R. Then the relation 

Mn(a) R-Ga is thin 
is n 1. 

The proof of this fact in [17] used measure theoretic ideas. An altemative 
proof for odd n (which is the most interesting case) can be given as an applica- 
tion of Martin's result (see OE). We have: Mn(a) v*1R - Ga is thin (- R - Ga 
is countable) - V3(3 - Ga * Ei Al (a)). 

Combining now (1A-2) and (1 A4) we have 

THEOREM (1A-5). (1) (Proved also independently by D. Guaspari [12], G. E. 
Sacks [38].) There exists a largest thin H' set. 

(2) Assume PD. For any n > 0, there exists a largest countable ITn+' 
set. 

We cannot apply (1A-2) directly to prove the existence of largest countable 
n sets (n > 0). This is because to say that a Al set is countable is not 

a 2n statement (otherwise by the uniformization theorem to say that a El 
set is countable would also be a 11 statement). Nevertheless it is still true 
that largest countable 2n sets exist, under PD. 

THEOREM (1A-6O. (1) (Solovay [41D. Assume there are only countable many 
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constructible reals. Then there exists a largest countable 1 set, namely the set 
of constructible reals R nl L. 

(2) (Kechris-Moschovakis [19]). Assume PD. For each n > 0 there exists 
a largest countable El set of reals. 

PROOF. (2) Using the uniformization theorem (Moschovakis [311) notice 
that the closure of the largest countable IT' set under "recursive in" must 
be the largest countable 1n12 set. o3 

NOTATION. Let C1 be the largest thin Hl set of reals, let C2 = R n L 
and assuming PD if n > 2 let Cn = largest countable El or Il set accord- 
ing as n is even or odd. Thus C2n +2 = {a: 3B(43eC2 n2+ & a recursive in 
3)}. 

The reader might now wonder what happens with countable 1 +1 and 
Illn sets. Here is an answer. 

THEOREM (1A-7) [19]. Assume PD if n > 1. For each n > 0 there is 
no largest countable 2n+1 or R2 set. 

The proof for n1 in [171 used again measure theoretic ideas (while the 
proof for HIll is a trivial consequence of the basis theorem for l An 
obvious alternative proof can again be based on Martin's theorem (see OE). 
Martin's result seems to answer any reasonable question about the structure of 
countable n+1 sets. There is still an interesting open problem about count- 
able Hn sets, namely: Does every countable n set contain a Il2 single- 
ton (assuming any reasonable hypotheses)? This problem has its origins in 
Tanaka's result [431 that every countable arithmetic set contains an arithmetic 
singleton. 

And we conclude this subsection by drawing the following picture which 
summarizes its contents. A circled pointclass has a largest countable set while 
an uncircled one does not (PD is assumed again). 

n2 3C 4l 
. 

1B. The wellordering of the A'-degrees in Cn. We now study the internal 
structure of the Cn,'s. We need first a few definitions. 

DEFINITION. If a, , E R let 
a 6n ,, a E=A(3) a <n lj a ?n & n as 
a =n, v a & j & f3 6n a- 
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The Al-degree of a real a, in symbols [a]n, is [a]n = 1j: (3 =n a}. Put also 

[a]n -< [O]n v4 a g& P: [a]n < [Oln v,: a <n - 

Clearly < is a partial ordering on the set of all Al-degrees with least element 
[Xtoln . 

We first notice the following 

THEOREM (1B-l). Assume PD if n > 1. For each n > 1, a E Cn & 
=3n a* =ECn. 

PROOF. Consider the set Cn* = {j3: 3 a E Al(fl)[0 E An(a) & a E Cn]} 
Clearly Cn C Cn* and Cn E 1 or H11 according as n is even or odd. To 
complete the proof we show that C* is thin. For n > 1 this is clear, since 
C* is then countable. Consider thus C*. If C1 is not thin let P C C* be 
perfect. Then 

VaEP3n[n codes a Al(a) real Aa&An=1 a&AnaEC1I. 

Since the matrix is III we can find (by Kreisel's selection theorem) f: P -+co, 
fEAl suchthatVaEP[(a) codes a Al(a) real AJ(a) & Afa a& 

"fja) E C,]. But P is uncountable so we can find no E co such that 
f [{no0} =S is uncountable. For all a ES, no codes a Al(a) real Aa 1 ~~no 
and {Aa : a E S}C C1 is El so it is countable. But clearly the map a t-> 
A' is countable-to-one on S (since Aa =1 a if a E S). Thus card S < t0. 
Contradiction. 0 

THEOREM (1 B-2). Assume PD if n > 2 below. Let n > 2 be even. 
Then Cn is closed under < (ie. a E Cn & p <n a *p ( E Cn). 

PROOF. Let Cn* = f: 3a(pf CAl (a) & a E Cn)}. Then C: is countable 
and C: E 11. Thus C: C Cn. ? 

REMARK. It is easy to see that (1B-2) fails for odd n. 
We have thus established that each C. is actually a collection of Al-de- 

grees. We show now that the An-degrees in Cn are in fact wellordered under 
their natural partial ordering. This is the main structural result about Cn and it 
will be the starting point of our later investigations. 

THEOREM (1 B-3). Assume PD if n >2. For each n > 1 Cn is pre- 
wellordered by the relation a n ( i.e. the Al-degrees of elements of Cn are 
wellordered under <. 

PROOF. Let first n be odd. It is enough to show that ?nrCn X Cn is 
connected and wellfounded. Let ? be a III-norm on Cn. Let a, P3E Cn. 
Assume ?(a) < OC3) without loss of generality. Then a E {a': 0(a') < 0(J)}= 
S and S E AlJi) is thin, so it contains only AJj(3) reals. In particular 
a E Al(j). This proves connectedness. To prove wellfoundedness assume 
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ao, al, a2,... is an infinite descending <n-chain i.e. aO >n a, >n a2 >n .... 

If a, , E Cn then a <, P * ?(a) < 0(f) so (ao) > (a,) > 0(a2) > ..., a 
contradiction. 

Consider now the case n is even. We have 
Cn = {a: 3P(P E Cn-I &a6T ?) 

where a <T ca is recursive in (. Let P(a, () *a ST P & E Cn,,* Uni- 
formize PE III by P* E In'- (i.e. P* C P & 3p(a,P) .) 3 !fP*(a, O)). 
For any a E Cn let a* be the unique real in Cn.. such that P*(a, a*). 
Then a =n a*. Given now a, ,B E Cn assume without loss of generality that 
a* 4&-I 0*. Then clearly a n P3. So An r Cn X Cn is connected. To prove 
it is wellfounded notice that a <n P * a* <n- -I * and use the previous case. 0 

Since 5 ! Cn X Cn is a prewellorderng let 4,,n be the associated norm. Put 

dn = l[{t}] = {aE C: P,(a) = 

Thus dn is the tth Al-degree in Cn. Let length (4n) Pn. Then Cn, 
U<Pn dnt. By the proof of (1 B-3) it is clear that Pn < pn,,.I for n even. 
We shall actually see later that Pn = Pn- 1 when n is even (see 3C). It is not 
hard to see that Pn < Pn+1 if n is even so that p1 =p2 (=- L) < p3 
p4 <p5 =.... 

Our next aim is to study the hierarchy {dn1}<t . Our main result for the 

moment concems the passage from dn to d +1. The passage from {dp}t< 
to dn when X is limit is much more complicated and we shall give a full de- 
scription of it only for n = 1 in the next section. 

First let us notice the following trivial fact. 

PROPOSITION (1B4). Assume PD if n > 2. Then for all n > 1, do= 

[XtO],n 

To study the behavior of {dn}1<t at successor stages we need now a 
definition. 

DEFINITION. If d = [a],, is a Al -degree the Al -jump of d, in symbols 
d', is the Al-degree of a complete Hll(a) subset of w. [Recall that A C X 

is r-complete iff for all B C w, B E r there is a recursive f: co -+ such 
that n E B v f(n) E A.] 

Concerning Al -jumps we have the following lemma. 

LEMMA (1B-5). Assume PD if n > 2. For any n > 1, Cn is closed 
under AI-jumps i.e. d C C_ n d' Cn. 

PROOF. We consider the case n is odd, the case of n even being entirely 
similar. Let PC R X X be Ill and w-universal for fll subsets of R such 
that moreover pa = {n: P(a, n)} is a complete IlI(a) set. We show that 

ae Cn > paE Cn. 
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Let k be a H -norm on P. Let 

I(fl, a) * "P codes a s-initial segment of pa,, 
o 3 E )2 & Vk(3(k) = O * P(a, k)) 

& VkVm(G(k) = 0 & b(m, a) S b(k, a) 3 0(m) = 0). 

Clearly for all a, Ia = {f3: I(j3, a)} is countable, IE Il' and I(Pa, a) holds. 
Let now 

c= {3: 3a E A (?(I(,a) & a E C )}. 
Clearly Cfn E rI and Cf is thin (by a proof similar to that of (1B-1)). Thus 
C'n C Cn and we are done. ? 

We are now ready to describe dn in terms of dn. We proved the next 
result first for n = 1 with a proof that did not seem immediately extendible to 
all odd n. (Our proof of the even case is clearly general.) Moschovakis then in- 
vented the argument used below which works for all odd n. Altemative proofs 
for all n > 1 can be given using the ideas of ? 3. 

THEOREM (1B-6). Assume PD if n > 1. For any n > 1, d+l = (d)'. 

PROOF. Assume first n is odd. Let P be as in the proof of (1B-5). It 
is enough to show that if a, 3E Cn then a <n 6= pa S 3. Let a E Cn v 

(a, no) EP. Let 0 be ar-norm on P. If a, ( are in Cn and a <n X, then 
we have m E pa - g(a, m) < 0((3, no). Because otherwise, for some mO E pa 
c0(a, mo) > k0((, no), thus the set A = of': O((3', no) < 0(a,mo)} is a countable 
An(a) set and (3E A, therefore ,B a, a contradiction. Thus pa , (a, ,B) 

<n 
Let now n be even. Let 0 be a En-norm on Cn and a E dn. Find 

(3E dtn1 with least 0(pB). Then 

Y 6n a,v 371 < t(y E dn), 0 (^,) < o(g). 

Thus {Jy: y n a} is Al (Q). Let A C co be V (a)-complete and 4 a Zl(a 
norm on A. Let I(6) v "8 is the characteristic function of a t-initial segment 
of A". Then IE S I (a), I(A) holds and I - ty: Ty ? a}= {A}. So {A} E 
E4((a, ,B)) = V(), thus A <n ? and A E dn. o 

REMARK. For each n odd and a E R let Xa = sup is the length 
of a Al(a) prewellordering of R}. Then (see [30]) 

xi a = sup {q(a, n): (a, n) E p}, 
where PC R X co, PE Il is w-universal for Ill subsets of R and 0 is a 
IH -norm on P (PD is of course assumed if n > 1). The ordinals Xia are the 
analogs of the Church-Kleene ordinals cola (= a) and the analog of the spector 
criterion is true i.e. 

a 6n13= [Xl,a < xn, pa a f3J n n4 
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From this it follows that when a, 0 E Cne 

a 6n 03*vXn a S XI a <n 3vX,a < XI 

1C. The A'-good wellordering on Cn. Another important structural prop- 
erty of the Cn's is that they admit a nice wellordering which properly refines 
n rCn X Cn. For n = 1 or n = 2 since C1 C C2 C L this wellordering can 

be taken to be, as one should probably expect, the restriction of the usual well- 
ordering of L. Nevertheless for n > 1 there is no a priori given model like L 
in which C2n+ , C2n+2 are embedded, so another way of attack has to be de- 
veloped. And it is rather interesting to note here that this "model independent" 
definition of a wellordering on C2n 1 , C n+2 was actually the first step in the 
creation of higher-level analogs of L in which C2n+1' C2,,+2 are embedded, 
thereby reversing the connection between C1, C2 and L. We shall say more on 
this in 3C. 

The key idea behind the construction of a nice wellordering on Cn can be 
isolated in the use of a theorem of Mansfield [25] and one of its proofs. Mansfield 
originally proved his theorem via forcing. Solovay obtained later a new forcing- 
free proof, which is essentially the one given below with one simple alteration: 
we replaced Solovay's "inductive analysis" by the dual notion of "derivation"; as 
a result the proof becomes very similar to Cantor's proof of the Cantor-Bendixson 
theorem (see [22]). 

THEOREM (iC-i) (MANSFIELD [25]). Assume T is a tree on co X X and 
A = p[T]. Then if A contains an element not in L[T], A contains a perfect 
subset. 

PROOF. For any tree J on co X X, define the derivative J' of J as 
follows: 

((ko Xt)* (kn, X n)) E= J' 

v There are two incompatible in the first coordinate extensions of 

((ko0, * * , (kn, , both in J [i.e. we can find 
((kI,to ** (km t) E J, ((ko it o), . * * X (k" X tm1)) E J 
both extending ((ko0, .0 ., (kn,, n)) such that 

(ko, . . . , km), (ko, .. . , km) are incompatible]. 

Notice that J' C J and J' is also a tree. We define now a la Cantor the 
tth derivative of T by 

To = T, Tt+I = (T)', Tx = fl T, if X is limit. 
#<A 

Clearly t - Tt is a function absolute for any model of set theory containing T, 
in particular L[T]. Moreover T D T ... DTt Tt+1 D.... Let OT= 

least 0 such that To =T0+1 
Case 1. T0T = 0. Let then a EA. Since A =p[T], we can find fE 

'X such that (a, f) E [71. Since (a, f) d [T T] = 0 let t < O be such that 
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(a, J) E [7-] - [71+ ]. Let n be the least integer such that ((a(O), f(O)), 
(a(n),jf(n))) 7 1+ = (T1)'. Then all branches of T~ extending 
((a(O), f(O)), ., (a(n),j(n))) have the same real part i.e. a. So 

P[T((a(O),f(O)),...,(a(n)vn)))] = {a} (4) 

thus a E L[T]. So in this case A C L[T1. 
Case 2. T0T# 0. Then T0T = (TOT)' * 0 i.e. every sequence in TOT 

has two extensions in 70T incompatible in the 1st coordinate. It is easy then to 
see that p[T T], and therefore A, contains a perfect subset. 0 

The following more precise version of (iC-i) is a corollary of its proof and 
was probably first noticed by Solovay. It will be needed in ? 2. 

COROLLARY (1C-2). Assume T is a tree on w X X and A = p[7J. If 
for any set X, X+ denotes the smallest admissible set containing X as a 
member, we have: 

A - T+ * 0 * A contains a perfect subset. 

We are now ready to prove the main result of this section. 
DEFINITION. A prewellordering < on a pointset A is A-good, where r is 

a pointclass and A = r1 l r, if for each a C A {3: (3 a} is countable and the 
relation 

InSeg,(y, a) v {eyn: n E } = {P: 3 < a} (5) 
is in A for a C A i.e. for P, Q in r, r respectively 

a E A X [InSeg ('y, a) v P('y, a) v Q(y, a)]. 
THEOREM (1C-3). Assume PD if n > 2. For all n > 1, Cn admits a 

Al -good wellordering.(6) 

PROOF. Assume we have shown that C,, = C, where n > 1 is odd, admits 
a g-good wellordering A. We show then that Cn+ I = C* admits a An+ 
good wellordering. Recall that 

C* = {a: 3J3G C(a<TP)}. 
Let P(a, O ) a AT & p C C. Then P E Hn. Uniformize P by P* C 1 (so 
that P* C P & 33(a, () E P - 3!f3(a, () EP*). If P* contains a perfect set F, 
then A = {f: 3a(a, 3) E F} is V4 and A C C. So A is countable. Thus 
B = {a: 3,3(a, 1) E F} is also countable (since (a, ,B) F = a ?T 0). But B is 
in a 1-1 correspondence with F, a contradiction. So P* is thin. Thus C* is 
the 1-1 recursive image of a thin H,l set E* C C i.e. for some f: R -e R re- 
cursive, f is 1-1 on E* and f[E*] = C*. Let then for a, a' E C* 

(4) When T is a tree and u E T we put Tu ={v {E T: v extends u}. 

(5) For any real 'y, yn(m) = y((n, m)) where (, ) is a 1-1 recursive correspondence 
between w X w and w. 

(6) Our original computation (see [151) of the wellordering defined in the proof below, 
when n > 1 is odd, gave it as AI+,-good. Later Martin and Solovay and independently the 
author noticed that this wellordering was actually An-good. 
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a A* a' v 33 G3 'G33'EE* & a < 3 ' & f(3)= a &f(') = a'). 

If a E C* we have 

InSeg, * (y, a) v Vn('yn A* a) & 38 3 E E* &f() = a & InSeg, (6, ,) 

&Vm(Sm E E* * 3n(Yn = ff(m)))] 
V8VO3{ E E* &f) = a & InSeg,< (8, ,B)=X 

[Vm(ME E*E=* 3n(-Yn =ffl(m))) 

& Vn3m( ,m E E* & yn = f(8m))I}. 

Thus InSeg<* (y, a) is Al+I for a E C* = Cn+1 and we are done. 
We are now faced with the more difficult task of showing that C = Cn 

admits a Al-good wellordering when n > 1 is odd. The key idea here is the 
use of (IC-1). 

Let {0m}mGu,, be a Hll-scale on C. Let T be the associated tree (as in 
OD). For t < length (q0) put 

Tt = {((ko to), (kn, ) E T. t < t 

Using the limit property of scales it is not hard to see that if p0(a) = X, then 

p[Tt] = {j3 E C: 4;o(t <q ?)0(a)}- Ia- 

Since la is countable so is Tt. Inparticular (using the notation of the proof 
of (iC-i)), T0 =f 0 is countable and Tt = 0. We then define the following 

wellordering on p[Tt], denoted by <t: 

a <t ,B (1) For some 0 < Ok, (a, ?(a)) E [TC ] - [T7+11 while 
3, ?(B)) E Tt -1, where #(a) = (0o(a), ? 1 (a), . ) 

or (2) For some 0 < 0, (a, (a)), (, ()) E[T] -[T+1] 

and if ((a(O), 0o(a)), *. * (a(n), on(a))), 
((q(O), 'k (j)) ... X (,B(m), Opm())) are the shortest 
sequences which do not belong to 1 + 1 , then 
n < m or (n = m & the sequence "with the a" 
precedes the sequence "with the ,B" lexicographically). 

The promised wellordering < on C is now defined as follows: If a, 
E3 C put 

a < a v0(a) < 4o(J) or [(0(a) = 00(1) & a <00(a)03I 

The proof that < is a Al-good wellordering on C consists of a simple 
key observation followed by a messy but rather straightforward computation (of 
which we shall indicate only the main steps below). 
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Notice first that 4e is a Akl-good prewellordering on C. This is because 
for a E C, 

InSeg< 00(8, a) v Vm(0o(8m) A 40(a)) & V3(4po(Q) < 40(a) -`3m(f3 = am)) 

v Vm(0)0(5m) < 0o(a)) 

& V1 E A'X(a)(00 3) 0 0(a) * 3m(13 = Sm D. 

The last equivalence follows from the fact that when a E C, {B: 4) (j) S 400(a)} 
E At(a) and is countable, so it contains only A 1 (a) reals. 

Now given a E C and 8 such that InSegf 4 o (8, a) we can get easily 

(i.e. in a Al fashion) a real coding T,00(a) and thus we can fmd Ill, V re- 
lations R r, RE respectively, so that whenever a E C and InSeg, 0O(8, a) 
we have 

3 ? a - RW(,# 1, a) 4 Rr(8, 1, a). 

Then if a E C we have 

InSeg< (y, a) v (3 )[InSeg< @0(8, a) & VmRj(8, Tym a) & 

Vm(R1(S, Sm, 1) 0 3k(8m = Tk))l 

VS[InSeg< 4)0(, a) * 

[VmRn(6, ym' a) & Vm(R (, Sm, 1) = 

3k(Sm =7Yk))]]1 

These computations show that < is At-good and complete the proof. o 
1D. Remarks on further generalizations. Our main goal in this paper is to 

study the countable analytical sets. Nevertheless our methods are quite general 
and we can extract from them some more abstract results which seem interesting 
and probably useful (this depends very much of course on finding more and more 
interesting pointclasses satisfying the hypotheses in the statements of the theorems 
given below). We state these results now. 

THEOREM (1 D-1). Let r be adequate, c-parametrized and closed under 
VR. If Scale (r') is true and the collection of thin sets is r-additive, then r 
has a largest thin set and the class of thin r sets is co-parametrized. 

The only new thing (beyond the ideas in (1A-2)) which is needed here is the 
estimate that the following relation is in r: 

M'(a) v "a codes a set of reals (say Aa) in A & Aa is thin". This can 
be done using Scale (F). 

The next generalization we have in mind is straightforward but rather cum- 
bersome to write down in detail. We can nevertheless summarize it easily by 
saying that the results in the previous sections concerning HI, with n odd, 
would go through for any pointclass r which is adequate, c-parametrized, 
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closed under VR provided that Scale (I') is true, the class of thin sets is 1- 
additive and every thin set in A(a) = r(a) nF (a) contains only A(a) reals. 
Moreover the results about El with n even are true for any class of the form 
3 Rp where r is as above. 

2. The largest thin HW set C1. We restrict now our attention to the study 
of the structure of Cl, the largest thin Hl set. By Solovay's theorem (see 
[41]) this set is contained in L. Since it is clearly a proper subset of R n L = 

C2 our first task is to find out which constructible reals get in C1. We shall 
give several characterizations of C1 among which one that says that C1 is the 
hyperdegree closure of the Boolos-Putnam complete sets (see [81). This leads 
eventually to a complete description of the behaviour of the sequence 

Jd1}t<P,=R, of the Al-degrees of C1 at limit stages. Finally we connect C1 
with other known concepts and results in recursion theory, hoping to illustrate the 
tact that C1 is a natural "universe" in which many recursion theoretic problems 
can be discussed. Some of the results below have been independently discovered 
by D. Guaspari and G. E. Sacks. 

2A. Various characterizations of C1. Since C1 is a thin HII set clearly 
C1 C L. Also 

Cl C C2(=LnR)= {a: 3j3q E Cl &a-<j)}, 
so that C1 is a "trunk" for the hierarchy of constructible reals. Which of them 
get in C1? We shall see the answer below in various forms all of which suggest 
the naturalness of Cl. 

Sacks [38] has shown that if t is a countable admissible ordinal then t = 

coa for some a, where 

Wa = sup {71: t1 is the length of a Al (a) wellordering of col. 

In general no such a belongs to L, = La. This leads to the set of "good" 
a's namely {a: a E Lwt}. It turns out that this set is exactly C1. This has 
been proved by G. E. Sacks and independently by D. Guaspari. Their proofs are 
forcing or omitting type arguments. We give below another proof based on (1C-2). 
It is due jointly to Moschovakis and the author and is much in the spirit of ele- 
mentary recursion theory and classical descriptive set theory. 

THEOREM (2A-1) (GUASPARI [12], SACKS [38]). The largest thin HI set 
C1 is equal to {a: a E L ,, 

I 

PROOF. We show first that if A E H' and A is thin then, for all a E A, 
a E 

For some recursive tree T on co X co we have a E A v T(a) is well- 
founded. Fix ao E A. Then 7(ao) is a tree recursive in ao, thus 
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IT(a0)I = < j. Let 

aEA'A a EA& IT(a)l 6 

Then ao E A' and by a Shoenfield type argument 

a E A' * S(a) is not wellfounded, 

where S is a tree on coX t and S E L, o . But A' C A so A' is thin, thus 

by (1C-2) A' CS+ CL aO, therefore aO EL a 
w 1 w 1 

To prove now that B = {a: a ELW } a C1 it is enough to show that 
B E rll and B is thin. The first assertion is clear since 1 

a E L a > 3( E Al(ca)(13 E WO aE LP1.7 

To see that B is thin notice that if P C B is perfect and g: '2 - P is 1-1 and 
continuous, the relation 

a S , g(a)S < (? 

is a S prewellordering on `2, thus it is Lebesgue measurable. But its initial 
segments are countable contradicting as usual Fubini's theorem. a 

Using (2A-1) and a simple forcing argument. one can show that 

a E C1 O V(-(o ? a S1 (3). 

This has been also observed by Guaspari and Sacks and gives another characteriza- 
tion of C1 which has the advantage that it does not mention L. It is not there- 
fore inconceivable that it will have a "soft" recursion theoretic proof. We give 
such a proof below: 

THEOREM (2A-2). (Due also independently to Guaspari [12], Sacks [38].) 
For all a, a E C1 Vcp( g * a <1 () 

PROOF. Let a E C1 and oa 6CO. Let a E C1* f(a) E WO, where 

f: R - 1 R is recursive. Then V(a)I < a < 3l. Find y E A A\@) so that 
E WO & V(a)I I <yI. Then A' = {a: f(a) E WO & i(a)I S 1I} is a Al() 

subset of C1, so contains only Al(?y) reals. Thus a E Al(?y) and therefore 
a E Al(G). 

Let now B = {a: V( S cog a S1 3)}. It is easy to see that BE ll1. 

To see that B is thin note that if P C B is perfect and g: `2 - P is 1-1 and 
continuous, the prewellordering 

a < ,1g(a) 

is Al hence it has countable lengti, a contradiction. ? 

(7) Here 13 E WO X "{(m,n): fl((m,n)) = O}= 0 is a wellordering on w" and for 
EE WO, lp1 = length (<P). 
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We flnally come to the characterization of C1 in terms of the Boolos-Putnam 
sets. 

DEFINITION. Anordinal t<L is calledan index iff 3a(aGELS,1 -L). 
Let IND = {t: t is an index}. If a E Lt + I -Lt we call t the index of a. 

The following is a basic result of Boolos and Putnam: 

THEOREM (2A-3) (BOOLOS-PUTNAM [8]). Assume t E IND. Then: 

(a) There exists a real Et of index t such that all the reals in L + are 
arithmetic in Et (roughly speaking E, codes etL ). Call Et a complete set of 
order e. 

(b) There is an a E WO of index < t such that Jai = 

(c) If t E IND, then every ordinal in the interval [t, wLEt] is an index and 
0 t is complete of index (1 , where 0Et is the relativized Kleene's 0. 

Using the above information we can now easily see that 

LEMMA (2A4). For any t E IND, Et E C1. 

PROOF. Let tEIND. Let aEL+ 1 besuchthat aEWO&ial=t. Then 
a S1 Et, so tlal < o Et and therefore Et EL,1Et * 

Thus all the complete Boolos-Putnam sets are in C1. In fact, as far as Al- 
degrees are concerned, these are all the elements of C1. 

In order to state the next and the following results we adopt the following 
terminology and notation: 

We write dS instead of d' for all t < -L = p1 and [alh instead of [a],. 
We call [alh the hyperdegree of a instead of Al-degree. We write a 
instead of a <1 ,B and we let w3 Co. 

THEOREM (2A-5). (a) C1 = UtEEIND [Et]h. (b) If 7i< 1 

d17+1 = [E d Ih and ds = [Eo]h, 

where 0 = least index > sup {coIt: t < VP}, if iR is limit. 

PROOF. Clearly (a) follows from (b). To prove (b) we proceed by induction on 

71 < L . Assume dn = [Et]h where t E IND. By (2A-4) 

[Et] =[E ] [E dh 

But also by (1 B-6) (d,)' = d,+ 1. So d, +1 = [E d I, h . Consider now the limit 
case. Clearly d7 < [E0 ]h, because E. E C1 and if a Ed,, where <Kq, then 
aEL dt CL. Toprove [EoJh dfl, let aEd,. Then a L forany 

3E d, where <q.I Thustheindexof a is >0. But aEL a, so0<C, and 

therefore E0 ELo+ CL a so that EO A a. 0 
o 0+1- (,,,, 

1 
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REMARK. It is easy to see from the above that 

WI1 Wit)+ = least admissible > w.0 

The fact that every real in C1 has the same hyperdegree as a Boolos-Putnam 
real provides a very convenient way of thinking about C1 and can be used to 
study further properties of C1. Finally, let us notice that the restriction of the 
natural wellordering of L, <L, to C1 is Al -good wellordering (this was also 
observed by D. Guaspari). Because, if a E C1 we have, using (2A-1) (where k is a 

HI'-norm on C1): 

InSeg,, (, a) v {(O(0 < ?(d) & a h V (w = Wa &VS <h a 
(If 8 codes some Lo with a E Lo, then Lo l= 3 <L a))} 

3 n(o = 70 & 'Vn[(Of('Yn) < 0(a)1&67 a 

38 < h a (8 codes some Lo with a E Lo 

& Lo = fn <L a & a =h ln)] 
VP Ah a[{(0(3) < ?(a) & cio < ca)V 

(a=h, & 38 6h a(8 codessome Lo &aELo 

& Lo 
k P <L a))}=* 3n(P = n)] 

& Vn[(@('Yn) < ?(a) & a -4h 'yn)VVS 6h a (If 8 codes 

some L. & a ELo, then Lo y enf<L a & W = n)]. 

Using now any AI-good wellordering < on C1 we can also prove that C1 
has a Hl cross section B i.e., a B C C1 such that VaE C13!fP EEB(a =h 0-) This is 
also proved independently by D. Guaspari [12]. In fact, let 

E B vp E C1&Va(a < a < ). 

REMARK. ThiS last result is peculiar to C1, since it fails for all othei Cn with 
n > 1 odd. (See the end of 3A.) 

2B. A natural quasi-hierarchy of hyperdegrees. The natural hierarchy of hyper- 
degrees (Richter [36]) is defined by 

ho = [tol]h, ht+1 = (ht)', hx = l.u.b. {ht\< , if X is limit. 

Here l.u.b. refers to the partial ordering of hyperdegrees. Let 7ir be the least 
(obviously limit) ordinal 7T for which this hierarchy stops i.e. l.u.b. {h}t<ro 
does not exist. Richter [36] proved 

ir > least recursively inaccessible = cEl 

where E1 is the Tugue type-2 object. Then Sacks [38] and subsequently Kripke 
and Richter showed that actually 7ro = I 1. It is clear from (2A-2) that C1 is 
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closed under l.u.b.'s so that h= d for all t < w 
E 

i.e. the natural hierarchy of 
hyperdegrees is an initial segment of the hierarchy of hyperdegrees in C1. 

We study here an extension of the natural hierarchy of hyperdegrees into a 
natural quasi-hierarchy by taking -l.u.b.'s when l.u.b.'s do not exist (the precise 
definition is given below). We show that this natural quasi-hierarchy coincides with 
the hierarchy of hyperdegrees in C1. This gives, among other things, a (pseudo) 
construction of C1 from below and resolves the problem of the behaviour of 

{dt}t<x, atlimitstages. 
DEFINITION. Let X be a set of hyperdegrees. A hyperdegree e is an a?-upper 

bound of X if there is a sequence {et4}?< of hyperdegrees such that eo is an 
upper bound of X, e+ ,1 = (et)', eA is an upper bound of {e}It<x if X is limit 
and e,Z = e. An 'q-least upper bound of X (in symbols, 77l.u.b. (X)) is an ??-upper 
bound of X which is < to any other q-upper bound of X. 

DEFINITION. The natural quasi-hierarchy of hyperdegrees is defined as follows: 

ho = lXtO]h, h+1 = (h), 

hx = 70-l.u.b. {ht}hx, where qo0 is the least t? 
such that 7-l.u.b. {hd}<X exists, where X is limit. 

Let XO be the least ordinal X for which this hierarchy stops i.e. for all n, 
77-l.u.b. {ht}<X does not exist. 

DEFINITION. If X< L, X limit, let 

Obstr (1) = order type of the set of admissibles in the 
interval [ co1A)), where NA = limt<X col( 

THEOREM (2B-1). (a) X =L 

(b) For all , < NL, h ,d. 

(c) If X < KL is limit, then 

dx -l.u.b. {d} <x v Obstr (X) = 7. 

REMARK. A particular instance of (c) is; 

dx = l.u.b. {d} <x v Obstr (X) = 0 

n,7 is not recursively inaccessible. 
This instance has been also proved independently by D. Guaspari and G. E. Sacks. 

P ROOF OF THE THEOREM. We show the following lemmas from which the full 
proof is obvious. 

LEMMA A. Let X be limit, X< NL. Then Obstr(X) = nq d =7.l.u.b. 

fdtIt <A 

PROOF. Let e be any a-upper bound of {d,}t<X. Then e = e,7, where 
{e0}j<,, demonstrates that e is an 7-upper bound of {dj}<X. Let 
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ao, al, ... . (0 <. <) be the increasing enumeration of the admissibles in 
[?X, 4dXj. Then clearly e0 > ao for all 0 < -, so 

e41 = e> eO + 1) _ lim(a0 + 1). 

But ce77 *is admissible, thus cje > Cod so by (2A-2) e >d,. 
We show now that dx is an 17-upper bound of {dt}h<x. The key to this 

proof is Jensen's theorem (see OF). Assume first tq is limit. Let ao E L dX 
be such that for all 0 < 77: 

(a) ao is the 0th admissible in ao ordinal> co, 
(b) ao is countable in La + I [ao0]. 

Let fo be the hyperdegree of a Boolos-Putnam (relativized to ao) complete 
real appearing in La [ao] - La [ao]. Then fo is an upper bound for 

a0+1 0o 

{dt}t<x, V0, 0'(0 < 0' fo <t tf) and fo +1 = (fo)'. Finally fo <dx for 
all 0 <17. Let f, = dx. Clearly If0}o< n demonstrates that dx is an 1-upper 
bound of {d},<?. 

Assume now -q is a successor, say 17 = 7Zo + n, where 7i0 is limit. Find 
ao E L dA, Ifo}o<no exactly as before (so that ao is the Oth admissible in 

ao, for all 0 <7). Applying again Jensen's theorem find B ELdx such 

that ao 1h Po and ci0 = a70) 4iie cok d-f kth admissible in 0O =aq +(k- 1)- Let, for 
k < n,f7 O+k be the (k + Il)th hyperjump of [0o]h and f7 ==fn0+ n = dA. 
Again f }0<, shows that d\ is an 17-upper bound. 0 

LEMMA B. If X < NL, X limit then 

dx = Ql.u.b. {ddt< X = Obstr (X) = 7. 

PROOF. Let dx = 1-l.u.b. {dt}<x. Let Obstr (X) =- 1. Then by Lemma 
A, dx = ' -l.u.b.{d}<X. So 7 = 1'. o 

LEMMA. C. Let X ? NL, X limit. If d = 7-l.u.b.{dt}h<X exists, then 
dCC, and Obstr(X)?17. 

PROOF. Let ao, al, ... , ao, ... , 0 < 7, be the increasing enumeration 
of the admissibles in [tx, cod). Clearly 7 >7. If 1' > q then as in Lemma A 
we can construct a sequence of hyperdegrees fo l}o+1 such that fo A d for 
all 0 < 7? + 1 which demonstrates that f. +I is an (71 + 1)-upper bound of 

{dt}t<x. Then f > d, a contradiction. So 7 = 7. 
To prove d C C1 it is enough to show (by (2A-2)) that V e(co S X 1X d < e). 

Let c4 C oe. Exactly as before an 17-upper bound of {d?}t<x belongs in 
L e [el. Thus d < e. Finally let d = dx' for some X' > X. Since 

WI1 
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[71A ct') C [ix, w'd'), we have Obstr (X) S27. a 
REMARK. L. Harrington noticed that as X varies over limit ordinals < NLf 

Obstr (X) takes on every value < RL. This is because if q < NL is given and X 
is the least limit ordinal such that q, > Q and Obstr (X) > 27, we have 
Obstr (X) = 7a. 

Leeds and Putnam [231 and recently M. Lucian in her Ph. D. thesis [24] have 
proved intrinsic characterizations of the hierarchy of arithmetic degrees of the 
complete sets Et which have the same general flavor as the one we give here 
about their hyperdegrees. The main essential difference is in the definition of 
upper bounds. In their case an upper bound of a collection of arithmetic degrees 
X must (roughly speaking) code in a uniform way all of X. This uniformity 
clearly disappears in our case and makes our hierarchy conceptually simpler but 
at the same time less fine than theirs. Thus looking successively at the hierarchies 
of Turing degrees (see [8]), arithmetic degrees, hyperdegrees and Al-degrees of 
the Et 's we obtain smoother and smoother hierarchies at the expense, of course, 
of fineness. 

2C. Al reals and I'l singletons. We start with a characterization of the 
A1 reals which is immediate from the previous results. 

THEOREM (2C-1). The set of Al reals is the unique countable HIT set of 
reals which is closed under ?h. 

PROOF. Clearly the set of all A' reals is countable, H' and closed under 
.. Let A be any other such set. Then A = U1< n dt for some 7 We 

show 77 = 1. Because if 27 > 1 then the complete HI set of integers P is in 
A and thus every real a ?h P is in A. But by Kleene's basis theorem one such 
real is in R -A. 0 

REMARK. L. Harrington [13] proved that every Al set of reals with at 
least one non-Al real contains an element with the same hyperdegree as the 
complete Ill set of numbers. From this it follows easily that the hypothesis 
of countability can be dropped in (2C-1) i.e. the class of all A' reals is the 
unique nontrivial H' set closed under <-h* 

COROLLARY (2C-2) (GANDY-KREISEL-TAIT [11]). The set of all Al reals 
is the intersection of all co-models of analysis. 

PROOF. It is easy to show that every co-model of analysis is closed under 
?h- 

Put now 
a E A v VP [Wn: n E o} is an co-model of analysis * 3n(a = 

Then A E n A is countable and since A = intersection of the co-models of 
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analysis, A is closed under ,h. Thus A = {a: a E Al}. 

COROLLARY (2C-3) (KREISEL). If A is a nonempty 11 set and ,3 f Al, 
then A contains a real a such that ,3 Ih a. 

PROOF. Let H(A) = {3: Va(a E A X j3 Ah a)}. Then H(A) contains 
only Al reals. ? 

It is well known that the above result has also the following corollary. 

COROLLARY (2C4) (GANDY). If A is a nonempty 11 set, A contains 
a real a with coa = Co 

PROOF. If foral a E A, C > co then for all a C A the complete Il 
set of integers is -h a, contradicting (2C-3). 0 

Our final corollary has to do with bases for El. Call a set of reals A a 
basis for El if for all B C R, B GE F, B = 0 = B n A = 0. 

COROLLARY (2C-5). There is a least X1 basisfor X1, namely {a: co = co}. 

PROOF. Let A = {a: ca = col }. Then A C E1 and is a basis by (2C4). Let 
A' E 1 be some other basis. We show that A CA'. If A ?qA' let aO EA', 
co1?=col. Now B=R -A' isa H'l set, say aEB f(a) EWO, where f: R -R 
is recursive. Let lf(ao)I =t <co =acon. If B'={a:f(a)EWO&If(a) I?t} 
clearly B' = 0 & B' EA. So B' f A' # 0 which contradicts B' C R -A'. O 

Our final result has to do with the problem of locating the HI singletons inside 
Cl. It is obvious that they are all contained in C,. It is also easy to see that if 
a E dt and a is a Ill singleton so is every other member of d. Thus we can talk 
about the hyperdegrees of Ill singletons. It is easy to see that do) d, de,.... 
are all hyperdegrees of Ill singletons. Moreover there is a a < 62 = supremum of 
the Al wellorderings of co, such that da is not the hyperdegree of a IlI single- 
ton, while on the other hand {a: da is the hyperdegree of a II' singleton} is a co- 
final subset of 8 1 

DEFINITION. Let ao be the least ordinal a such that da is not the hyper- 
degree of a [II singleton. 

It follows from results of Suzuki (see [42]) that ao is limit. We identify in our 
next theorem ao with a very familiar ordinal in recursion theory. 

DEFINITION. An ordinal t is Hl (V2) reflecting if for every I (11) 
formula 0 in (L1, e) with parameters in Lt we have 

Lt t= 0 371 < t(LT, 1= (g). 

Let 7T1 (al) be the least II' (11) reflecting ordinal. Aczel and Richter [31 proved 
that 
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= HI I 
e 

closure ordinal of Hll-nonmonotone inductive 
definitions on X 

and similarly al - Jz 1. 

THEOREM (2C-6). a0 = 7ir. 

REMARK. D. Guaspari [12] has independently shown that ao is Ill-reflecting. 
PROOF. We first show that ao is a H' reflecting ordinal. Let 00 be the least 

ordinal such that d [E = [ ]h. We show that 00 is Hf reflecting which implies 
that a0 = 0o because ao = order type of admissibles < 0 . 

Let b be a HI1-norm on C1 and put 

a E P v aE C1 & V3(0(f3) < ?(a) & a In B =X , is a HI singleton).(8) 

Then P= U< ao dt and PEI1, because ", isa HI singleton" is HI asa 
simple application of the Novikoff-Kondo-Addison uniformization theorem shows. 
Assume Loo H= VXO(X, t), where X varies over subsets of Lo, f0 is first order 
over (Loo, e) and t <00. Since 00 <10 = least nonindex = least ,B such that Lp 
is a 3-model of analysis (see [8]), it is clear that 00 = lima<ao Co = ??ao So for 
some a<ao, some a( Eda and some ,B= {m1 a, with 13E WO, wehave 
l,BI= t. Let {aa} = {a: R(a)}, where R E HI. Then S(E.E) holds where 

S(a) v a codes an Lo & Lo l= VXq(X, t), where t < 0 

& 3Ty E Al (a)[R(y) & {m}"' E WO & I {m}Ty = I. 

Since SE HIl we cannot have P fn S C da (otherwise dcc is the hyperdegree of 
a Hi singleton). Thus S n Ua<ao du # 0. Say a E S n d, where a' < ao. If 
a codes 14, we have 0<00 and Lo H= VXq(X,9). 

We prove now that ao = 00 is the least reflecting ordinal. For that it is enough 
to show that E1 is not a HIl singleton. If it was, then for some A E 1I 1 

{E } = {a: a EA}. Say a EA v VYq(a, Y), where t is an arithmetical formula 

and Y varies over subsets of co. Since E 1 E L 1 let (n, t) be a first order 

formula over (L1, e), such that 

n~~7 E (n, ) 

Then 
L 1 ) VX[X C co & Vn(n EX (n, )) VY(Y C X & (X, Y))]. 

(8) Note that if S is a A -good wellordering on C 1 and a E P a E C1 & Vi3(3 < a ,B is 
a nIl singleton) then P E 11, and all its elements except one are n1 singletons. 
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Since ir is HIl reflecting find 0 <ir such that 

L = \VX[X C X & Vn(n EX< (n, t)) X VY(Y C co 4 0(X, Y))]. 

Let E= {nEc,.,:Lo k- (n, )}. Then EEA, so E=E . But EeLo0+1, a 
contradiction. o IF 

COROLLARY (2C-7) (RICHTER [36]). The hyperdegrees in the natural hierarchy 
of hyperdegrees are all hyperdegrees of HI singletons. 

PROOF. A 
E 

<X.1 O 

2D. Remarks on generalizations. Some of the results of ?2 (and ?1) generalize 
on an arbitrary countable acceptable structure 'A instead of X (for the terminolog' 
see Moschovakis [33]). In particular the existence of largest thin Ill set, the pre- 
wellordering of the Al -degrees with the successor stages as in (1 B-5), (1 B-6) are 
true for any such 21. The same is true for (2A-2). It is not known if (2C-1) holds 
in this abstract setting (since basis theorems are not available in general). Neverthe- 
less there is a weaker version of it (due to Moschovakis) which holds and is enough 
to give the analog of (2C-2)-see [33] for details-as well as (2C-3) and (2C4). 

3. Higher level countable analytical sets. Our main purpose in this section is to 
study those aspects of the structure of Cn for n > 1 odd, which are different from 
C1. The basic reason for these differences is the fact that the notion of wellordering 
is Al if n > 1 but not Al. Our study stems from the Martin-Solovay [29] dis- 
covery of a counterexample to the well-known conjecture that the reals recursive in 
a 11 set of integers are a basis for 11, when n > 1 is odd. (For n = 1 this is 
the classical Keene basis theorem.) In a sense the results below are the outcome of 
the author's faith to a generalization of the Kleene basis theorem and the Martin- 
Solovay discovery. Many of the theorems in this section are independently due to 
Martin and Solovay [29]. 

3A. Reflecting pointclasses. 
DEFINITION. Let H be a collection of sets of integers and 89 a collection of 

sets of reals. We say that H reflects with respect to E, in symbols Refl (H, 8), 
if for every A C co, A E H and every P C R, P E e we have 

P(A)X 3X C A(X E Hn lH & P(X)). 

We put Refl (r, r') for Refl (r fl p(w), r' n P(R)), when r, r' are pointclasses 
and we call a pointclass r reflecting, in symbols Refl (r), iff Refl (r, r).(9) 

Reflection phenomena are very common in recursion theory and we have tried 

(9) A notion similar to our Refl (H, e3) was independently developed by Y. N; Moschovakis 

[441 in his study of nonmonotone inductive definability. Classes r which are reflecting in our 

sense arise also naturally in recursion theory in higher types as Harrington [45 1 first discovered. 
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to capture in our definition at least those which are relevant to our specific subject. 
Before we come to them however let us give a few other examples: 

(a) Let r' be an adequate, co-parametrized pointclass. Let r be the point- 
class consisting of the sets inductively definable from (nonmonotone) operators in 
r' (see e.g. [3D. Then it is easy to see that Refl (r, r') holds. 

(b) Let r be an adequate pointclass having the prewellordering property. Let 
Cr be the collection of r-closed sets of reals (see [34]), where P C R is r-closed 
iff for all R(m, n) E r,R' = {n: P({m: R(m, n)})} is in r. Then Refl (r, Cr) 
holds. [Proof. Let A C co be in r and assume P(A) holds, where P C R is in 
Cr, while for no X C A, XE A, P(X) holds. Then n E A v P({m: m <' n}), 
where 4 is a r-norm on A. Thus A E A, a contradiction.] This fact has some 
interesting applications. For more, we refer to Moschovakis [34]. 

The next result gives many examples of reflecting pointclasses. We have origi- 
nally proved it assuming also that r is closed under AR or VR. The present 
stronger version is due to L. Harrington. 

THEOREM (3A-1). Let r be an adequate pointclass. If WO E A, every set of 
integers in r admits a r-norm and, for every a E R, {a} E A x a G A, then r 
is reflecting. 

PROOF. Let A C co,A E r,P C R,PE r and assume P(A) holds. Suppose 
towards a contradiction, that for no X C A, X E A, P(X) is true. Let b be a r- 
norm on A. 

Put I(S) < is a (not necessarily proper) initial segment of 60. Then Ie r 
and if P' = {1: < is a prewellordering & {m: m m}eP}, IfnP= {n}, so (since 
PIer) { EP r. 

Similarly (following Martin and Solovay [28]) let 

E() v < is a prewellordering which is a (not necessarily proper) 
end extension of <. (10) 

Then E E ' and if 

G(i)E(<) &Vm(m<m =1P({n: n <m &m?;n})) 

we have GE r and {4} = G, so {N} E r and thus {v} E A. This shows 
that A E A, a contradiction. 0 

COROLLARY (3A-2). Refl (F2 ); PD =X Refl (HI), Refl (V),(" 1) according as 
n > 1 is odd or even. 

(1O)A linear preordering is a reflexive, transitive and connected relation. A linear pre- 

ordering <' is an end extension of linear preordering < iff (i) < C _', (ii) VxVy (x E Field (S) 

&y < x y <x). 

(1 1)Refl (Il) for n even is of course also a trivial consequence of the basis theorem. 
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THE THEORY OF COUNTABLE ANALYTICAL SETS 287 

Thus under PD the complete HI , n > 1 odd, set of integers is not a H' single- 
ton, while of course the complete Il set of integers is a HI singleton (in partic- 
ular 1 Refl (Il)). 

The above reflection phenomenon true about all 111, with n > 1 odd, is the 
source of many interesting properties of these pointclasses which make them look 
different in some respects from 111. We mention a few now, omitting most of the 
details when they take us too far afield. 

(A) Translating reflexivity from sets of integers to ordinals via norms we can 
easily see that if 7r' (a') = least IV (21) reflecting ordinal (as in Aczel-Richter 
[3]) and 5 = sup {t: t is a Al ordinall, then (using PD) 

1 1 <a forl 
2n+1 = 

2n+1 2n+1 for n > 0 

(and also 2. = alnn <1rn). For n = 1 it is known that 5 1 < 7T1 < al; see 
Aanderaa [1]. 

(B) An co-model of the language of analysis is as usual identified with a set of 
reals. If M is such a model and a is a sentence in the language of analysis, M H= a 
means that a is true in M. An co-model of the language of analysis M is called 
ZI -correct if 11 formulas of analysis are absolute for M. The next result answers 
a question of Moschovakis (we abbreviate here 7)n = {a: a E Al 

THEOREM. Assume PD. If n> 1 is odd, Dn # Determinacy (A_l). 

PROOF. Assume the conclusion fails, towards a contradiction. Consider 

M(a) v 3 E Al(a)[[f] = fn: n E w} is an co-model of 
Al-comprehension & Al_. -determinacy 

which is 2_ -correct]. 

Then ME llG and if A C co is H1 complete, M(A) holds. Then by Refl (Hl), 
M(X) holds for some XE Al. This contradicts the result of Moschovakis that 
every co-model of Al -comprehension & A.1 -determinacy which is Y, -correct 
contains all the Al reals. ? 

REMARK. It is not hard to see that D21 H Determinacy (Al), where 1 = 

AO = clopen. .1 
(C) One can easily show, using the Martin-Solovay trick mentioned in the proof 

of (3A-1), that if 

t I = sup{t: t is the length of a An(a) wellordering of w} 

then for every n (and assuming PD if n> 2) 

S'< a aT<n,a 
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where T is a complete HII or El set of integers, according as n is odd or 
even. The same is true for Xl if n is odd instead of 6 1 and was men- n, a n,a 
tioned after (1 B-6). Let now n be odd > 1 and P be a complete nH set of 
integers. Then P is not a Ill singleton, so {a: 81 <6la} is not H8 and 
srnilly with 4. In parficula {(as (): 6S,a <51 } is not S1 (and smilaly for ?g). ITis of 
coue contrasts the fact that a 6ct is a 11 relation. This latter fact was used 
repeatedly in the study of C1 and one can start suspecting that some facts 
about C1 will not generalize in a straightforward fashion to Cn, n > I odd. 
For example, it is no longer true that C3 = {a: Vf(61,a < S 1 * a <3 f)} (in 
fact the set on the right is equal to the set Q3 of the next subsection). It is 
unknown if replacing 681a by X',a will make this equation true. It is known 
that Cn C {a: V(X,a < X1 aa 13)} and can be proved as in (2A-2). 
Another result which, although true for C1, fails for all Cn (n > 1 odd) is 
the uniformization type theorem mentioned at the end of 2A. If it was true 
then the complete IH set of integers would be a H1l singleton. 

3B. Q-theory. The reflection phenomena on Hll, n > I odd, discussed in 
3A, viewed from the perspective of the theory of countable sets produce a 
number of interesting results with unexpected consequences in various directions. 
The most important consequence is related to the basis problem for V4, n > 1 
odd, which was settled by Martin and Solovay [29]. Others include questions 
relevant to higher level analogs of L, inductive definability, etc. Many of the 
results below have been also proved independently by Martin and Solovay [29]. 

We fix in this subsection an odd integer n > 1. 
It is well known that there are quite a few hyperdegrees below the hyper- 

degree of a complete H1 set of integers. The following is in sharp contrast 
with this fact. 

THEOREM (3B-1). Assume PD. If n > 1 is odd, the complete nH set 
of integers has minimal Al-degree. 

PROOF. Let S= {adEEWO:laI> 1}. Thenif PCw is Hl complete 
one can see, using the Martin-Solovay trick mentioned in (3A-1), that Va E 
S(P 4& a). Let H(S) = -{B: Va E SC3 <n a)}. Then, since S E t, H(S) E H 
and in fact H(S) is a countable initial segment of the An-degrees, so in partic- 
ular it is an initial segment of Cn, say H(S) = Ut<to dt, where, since 
P E H(S), we have to > 2. If now d is a An-degree and d < dn = [P]n we 
have d C H(S), therefore d = dn = [XtIn. 

REMARK. It is easy to see using (1 B-2), (1 B-6) that for n > 2 even, the 
complete V set of integers has minimal Al-degree too. 

Theorem (3B-1) shows that there are nontrivial initial segments of Cn which 
are Al-closed i.e. they are initial segments of the Alt-degrees. Let rn be the 
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THE THEORY OF COUNTABLE ANALYTICAL SETS 289 

greatest r such that Ut<1. d' is closed under An. Then a simple extension 
of (3B-1) shows that rn >, Co. It will turn out that r,n is actually very large. 
To prove this and other things we need first to make explicit an idea involved 
in the proof of (3B-1). 

DEFINITION. Let 0 # S C R be V. The hull of S, in symbols 
H(S), is given by 

H(S) = {a: VP(f E S > a <n 3)}. 

Clearly H(S) is a countable HII set and an initial segment of the Al-degrees. 
We call any set H(S) with S +0O S EG a E2l-hull. 

THEOREM. (3B-2). Assume PD if n > 1. For any odd n, if A E Il is 
a El-hull, then A contains no IV singleton which is not Al. 

PROOF. Assume {a} E 1I and a E A. Then if A = H(S) we have 

a(n) = m v VI3U E S * 3a' E Al(f)(a' GE {a}& a'(n) = m)]. 

Thus a E Al. o 

Another interesting property of hulls is the following: Let H(S) be a hull 
and P(a, ,B) C il. Then 3 a E H(S)P(a, O) is also Hl (being equivalent to 
Va[a C S 3 3a' An a(a' E H(S) & P(a', O))]. 

DEFINITION. A set A C R is called Il1-bounded if for all P(a, P) in 
II' the set 3a EAP(a, P) is also Ill. 

REMARK. One can see using the results in 2C that A S R is II -bounded 
iffA C {a: a E Al and A E ill i.e. A is a S subset of L,. 

It is obvious that if A is rIl-bounded then A G ilk, while A = 
{f3: 3a E At3 a)} is also Ill-bounded and closed under ?g. Every El-hull 
H(S) is a countable IH -bounded set closed under 1&. It is also easy to see that 
every countable 1H1-bounded set A is contained in a El-hull. [Take S= 
{13: Va EA(a 4 )}.Then A C H(S).] Thus 

U H(S) U{A: A is a H,'-bounded set} d'f U dn. 

Clearly qn <,rn. In fact, as Martin and Solovay [29] proved, qn = rn. 
At this stage we introduce a very natural hull, called Qn, which eventually 

turns out to be the largest one. Its most intuitive description is probably the 
following: Qn is the set of all reals which belong to every standard model of 
ZFC + PD which is :, 1 -correct, i.e. makes 1_1 formulas absolute. We 
shall nevertheless choose a slightly more technical definition of Qn, which makes 
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its study more straightforward (and has some advantages when generalizations are 
considered). The definition of Qn and all the results in the rest of this sub- 
section are due to Martin and Solovay [29] and independently to the author, ex- 
cept when otherwise explicitly stated. 

DEFINITION. Let 

a E Sn ? [a] {am: m E co is closed under pairing and 
(i) [a] is closed under <n and the A -jump, 
& (ii) C n [a] is countable in [a]. 

It is easy to see that S E S1 [(i) translates to VmV, ?& am 3k(3 = ak) & 

Vm3k(ak E WO & Snlam < lakl), while (ii) translates to 3kVm[am E Cn * 
31(ak,, = am)]]. 

Let now Qn = {3: Va E S(f3 E [a])}. Clearly Qn is closed under <n and 
the A -jump and is a ll -bounded countable set. 

LEMMA. Assume PD & n > 2 odd. If 4 is a H' -norm on the countable 
H1 -bounded set A, then Va E A Vi(3 E WO & ?(a) < 03I * a n j). 

PROOF. Let 

T('y, f) v S is a prewellordering on co 
& VmVn(m * n =:*ym yn) & Va EA3m(a = ym) & 
VmVn(7m, $ yn EA * [4)ym) < &(fn) * m < n]) 

Clearly T E . Now notice that if ,B E WO is such that ,BI < 1 I we have 
a E A & 0(a) < 1P1 * 3y 3 ? [T(y, ,) & (3 n)(n < n & {m: m ; n} has 

length < IP1 & ?(a) = 00n))] 

so {a EA: ?(a) < !31} is a countable , I() set, so it contains only Al 3) 
reals. 3 

THEOREM (3B-3) (MARTIN-SOLOVAY [29]). Assume PD & n > 1 odd. 
Then Qn = largest El-hull (= largest ll-bounded set). 

PROOF. Let A be a En-hull. Then A C Cn. Let a E Sn. We have to 
prove A C [a]. Let t be the least ordinal such that dn C A - [a], towards 
a contradiction. Let 4 be a fl'-norm on Cn. Pick ,B E dn with least ?(B). 
Then p(,) = sup {S Y E U < dn}. But U71<t dn C Cn n [a] which 
is countable in [a]. Thus we can find k such that ak E WO and I ak I> 
sup {S 1 : y E U < dn} = O(). Then by the lemma P, S1 ak so 0 E [a], 
a contradiction. 0 

Thus Qn = U<q dn is the largest 2 -hull. In particular non 
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singleton which is not Al belongs to Qn. Martin and Solovay [291 proved that 
dn is the first place where a H' nontrivial singleton appears and moreover that 
this first nontrivial II singleton is a basis for V sets of reals i.e. every non- 
empty 11 set of reals contains a real Al in it. This is the appropriate general- 
ization of the Kleene basis theorem, since of course the complete HIl set of 
integers is the first (in the ?1 sense) nontrivial II' singleton. From the 
Martin-Solovay result it is clear that Qn is the largest initial segment of C,, 
closed under An and thus also the largest countable III set closed under <n 
(in particular qn = rrn). It has also many other characterizations like for example 
Qn = {a: a is Al in some ordinall, [where "a is Al in t" iff "a<j for 
all ,B E WO with 111 = h"], for which we refer the reader to [29]. 

Looking in the periodicity picutre of the analytical hierarchy, we see that Qn 
plays in many (but not all) respects the role of {a: a E Al1}, for the odd levels 
n > 1. In particular many characterizations (but not all) of {a: a E Al} hold 
(appropriately generalized) for Qn e.g. Qn = the intersection of all co-models 
of analysis + PD, which are V _,-correct. Another interesting aspect of the Q- 
theory is the notion of degree it creates. Relativize Qn to any real 13 and de- 
note it by QO. Write a ?4 1 -p a E QO. The Qn-degree of a, in symbols, 
[a]Q is {1: a -8 1 & 13 <2 al. It turns out that there is a reasonable Qn-jump 
(for example the Qn-jump of the trivial degree is the Qn-degree of the first non- 
trivial Ill singleton). Moreover there is a natural (uncountable) ordinal assign- 
ment associated with the Qn,degrees that plays the same role that the assignment 
a 1-+.coa plays in the theory of Al-degrees. In particular it seems very probable 
(and has been already done in some cases) that many results concerning Al- 
degrees (and their connection with countable Ill sets) which are known to fail 
when naively generalized to Al-degrees, will find appropriate generalizations to 
Qn-degrees. We shall not pursue this matter here. 

And we conclude this section by proving (as we promised earlier) that qn 
is a fairly large ordinal i.e. Qn goes considerably beyond {a: a E Al}. 

DEFINITION. For each limit X <Pn = length of the hierarchy of An-de- 
grees in Cn, let 

WX = SUP{ a :Ea U d4n 

THEOREM (3B-4). Assume PD & n> 1 odd. Let Qn = U t<qn dn. 
Then q=n 71qn 

PROOF. Assume not, i.e. qn < flq . Pick a* E Qn such that a* E 
WO & Ia*I = qn. Let < be the Al-good wellordering on Cn. Define a real 
13 as follows: 

For each n e co, 
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= the <-least element of d' 

where thinking of a* as coding a wellordering * on co, I m = length of 
the initial segment determined by m. Clearly ,B ? Qn. If now a E S,, we have 
a* E [a], thus if ak enumerates Qn, 13 is Al in (a*, ak>, SO , E [a] i.e. 

P E3 Qn, a contradiction. 0 

REMARK. One can actually show that qn is a limit of X's such that qX = 

X etc. See also Theorem (3C-2). 
3C. Connections with higher-level analogs of L. We have seen already that 

C2 is the set of reals in L and C1 is a nice "trunl" for the hierarchy of hyper- 
degrees of constructible reals. A similar situation is true in higher levels, only 
that this time the models were introduced after the C 's have been defined. We 
summarize most of the known facts about even higher-level analogs of L and 
their connections to countable analytical sets in the next theorem, whose proof 
will appear elsewhere (see also [15], [16D. Parts (1), (2) are due to Moschovakis 
and (3), (4) to the author. 

T HEOREM (3C-1) (KECHRIS-MbSCHOVAKIS). Assume PD. For n > 2 even, 
let C, be the largest countable E set and put 

Ln = L(Cn) = smallest model of ZF containing all 
the ordinals and Cn as an element. 

Then: 
(1) Cn =Ln n R. 
(2) 21 formulas are absolute for Ln. 
(3) Ln H GCH + "There is a Al-good wellordering of R". 

(4) Ln = Determinacy n(Au )+ 1Determninacy _ )- 

REMARK. From this fact it is now clear that for each even n, 

Pn =P,-1 =Pni 

Thus the existence of reasonable higher-level analogs for L has been es- 
tablished for all even levels. What about odd levels? If a model M of set 
theory does not contain all reals and is 22-correct, with n > 1 odd, then 
M n R f (see [17D and M n R f ll (obvious). Instead of M being El- 
closed we can require only that M is closed under Al (after all if n is even 
this is equivalent). Again by [17] M n R cannot be St. Could it be Hl? 
The rather surprising answer is yes as the next theorem shows. Its proof is 
another application of the Q-theory and will be omitted here. 

THEOREM (3C-2) (KECHRIS, MARTIN-SOLOVAY). Assume PD & n > 1 
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odd. Let Ln = L(Qn). Then 
(i) Qn = Ln 1 R, 
(ii) Ln is Al-closed (thus in particular it is E _ -correct), 
(iii) Ln t GCH + "There is a ilgood wellordering of R". 

The zig-zag picture for higher-level analogs of L looks now like 

L =L2 L(C4) =L4 

L(Q3) = L3 L(Q5) = L- 

and suggests a certain similarity between Q2n + and C2n, when n > 0 which 
also extends to other directions. 

There is a very nice "duality" property of the models L(Qn), which was 
noted also independently by Martin and Solovay. If P(a) is a rIn relation, 
there is a Z1 relation P*(a) (gotten explicitly from P) so that 

a E Ln * [P(a) v Ln t= p*(a)], 

and similarly interchanging El with Hn. For example if A C co then 

A EnVLn l="A is r11". 

In a sense, every Hl (En) property passing through the threshold of the L(Qn) 
world is immediately transformed to a 22 (l1) property. This illustrates 
nicely the duality between the theories "ZFC + PD" and "ZFC + There exists 
a Al-good wellordering of R" and has some interesting and amusing con- 
sequences. 

4. CountabIe analytical sets in models of set theory. We have studied in the 
previous sections the structure of countable analytical sets in the real world. We 
look now at the situation in various models of set theory, especially inner models. 
This also leads to independence and consistency results. 

4A. On countable Z' sets. We have seen that (under PD) the only ana- 
lytical pointclasses that have largest countable sets are exactly those which have 
the prewellordering property, namely II' for n odd and El for n even. In 
particular there is no largest countable IV set. It is thus of some interest to 
notice here that there is a model of set theory having a measurable cardinal in 
which there is a largest countable X1 set. As we shall see later, in L[g], where 
p is a normal measure on a measurable cardinal, there is no largest countable 
11 set. In particular the existence of a largest countable El set cannot be 
settled in "ZFC + There exists a measurable cardinal". 

PROPOSITION (4A-1). Assume there is a countable standard model of 
"ZFC + There exists a measurable cardinal". Then there is a standard model of 
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the same theory in which a largest countable 11 set exists. 

P ROOF. Let M be a countable standard model of ZFC + V= L[=], 
where M i= ",u is a normal measure on a measurable cardinal K". Let G be a 
generic map collapsing NM to co. Let N = M[G]. In N, let T be an ordinal 
definable tree on X. X ORD, so that, if S C R is a complete 11 set, S= 

p[T]. (For the construction of such a T, see Mansfield [26].) Work now in N. 
If A E V and A - L[Tj # 0, then A contains a perfect set. So if 
A E 1 is countable, A C L[TJ . But L[T1 consists of ordinal definable sets, 
thus L[Tj C M. Now M= L[,], so that R n M= R fl L[ji] E V by Silver [40]. 
Clearly R n M is countable (in N), since M l= CH, so R n M C L[T1. Thus 
R n M = R n L[TJ = R n L[,] is the largest countable V set. 

4B. Countable analytical sets in inner models. As one should probably expect, 
the picture of countable analytical sets in inner models is radically different from the 
one we have seen in the previous sections, assuming PD. We have here 

THEOREM (4B-1) (KECHRIs-MbSCHOVAKIs). Assume there is a Al-good 
wellordering of R. Then there is no largest countable ,n or Hn- 1 set of reals. 

PROOF. Assume < is a Al-good wellordering of R. Let, towards a contradic- 
tion, C be the largest countable S1 set of reals. Notice that C is then a ?-initial 
segment of R. Let 

P(a) v a codes an ?-initial segment of C 
vVn(an EC) & VnV3<an3m(( =am). 

Clearly PE En. Let 

A(a) aeP&Vt3<a({an: nE }I3On: nEC }). 

Then A E 1 and is countable. So A C C. But clearly some P E A codes all of 
C, a contradiction. 

To prove now the result about IHP 1 we need only establish the following 
lemma (of independent interest in the study of inner models). Its proof is an adap- 
tion of a trick of Solovay (see [40, p. 440]). 

LEMMA. Assume there is a Al good wellordering of R. Then for any A C R, 

A E F, A is the 1-1 recursive image of a f11 set. 

PROOF. Let A C R. Then - is obvious. To prove * let A E S, say 

aEA vA* 3(a,3) EB, with BE H1. Call a real y nice if ['y] = {Iyn: n E w} 
makes H11 formulas absolute and for all 1 we can find m, k such that 
P(am, ak, al) and [ak C[a], where InSeg (5, a), 3eP(e,6,a), with nE H-1. 

Clearly N(,y) v " is nice" is Hl 1 -. Moreover by a simple Skolem-Lbwenheim 
argument we have Va3y(a E ['y] & N(y)). Define now 
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(a, 13) E B* v (i) 13o is the <-least element of {3: (a, 13) E B}, 
(ii) 13i+1 is the <-least element of N such that a, , GE [,i+. 

Clearly a EA v 3,B(a, 13) EB* v 3!(3(a, 0) EB*, while it is easy to see that B* E 

n-l. 

REMARKS. (A) Since the existence of a Al-good wellordering of R implies the 
existence of an uncountable A C R with A E Al such that both A, R - A are 
thin it is clear that under this assumption no largest thin V set can exist. 

(B) D. Guaspari has discovered a very nice extension of (4B-1) namely: 
If there is a Al -good wellordering of R then the union of all countable El sets 

is exactly the set of all Al1 reals. 
His theorem can be also proved by the methods used here, noticing that if S is 

a Al-good wellordering of R then every rI1 singleton {a} belongs to the count- 
able Z' set {,B: 13< a}, while every A +l real is recursive in a HI singleton. 

As a corollary to (4B-1) we obtain the converse to Solovay's theorem that 

card (R rn L) = 10 * There exists a largest countable El set of reals. 

COROLLARY (4B-2). If there exists a largest countable 1 set of reals then 
there are only countably many constructible reals. 

PROOF. Let C be the largest countable El set of reals. Then C CL and C 
is an initial segment of the Al-good wellordering of L n R. If it is a proper one, 
then L t= "C is the largest countable 11 set of reals", contradicting (4B-1). So 
LnR=C. " 

REMARKS. (A) There is an appropriate generalization of this corollary to higher 
levels (see e.g. [15]). 

(B) D. Guaspari has proved that if there is a largest thin 21 set then R n L is 
thin. 
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